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 الملخص
ذمغ يذٌُح الاعكُذسٌح فً شًال جًٕٓسٌح يصش انؼشتٍح ػهً انثحش انًرٕعط ٔذرُٕع انطثماخ انؼهٍا يٍ انرشتح فً 

الاعكُذسٌح يٍ انصخٕس )فً يُطمح تشج انؼشب( ٔانشيم )تانمشب يٍ انثحش ٔفً شًال شاسع أتٕ لٍش( انً انطًً ٔانطٍٍ 

خٕسشٍذ( ٔتانرانً ٌُثغً انُظش تاْرًاو كثٍش انً ذصًٍى انشصف ػهً ْزِ الإَٔاع انًخرهفح يٍ )يُطمح انغٍٕف , عًٕحح , 

ذشتح انرأعٍظ لأٌ أداء انشصف ٌؼرًذ ػهً َٕع ذشتح انرأعٍظ ٔطثماخ الأعاط انًغاػذ. يٍ أجم ػًم ْزِ انذساعح ذى 

سدٔد فؼم انشصف انًشٌ  فرى حغاب ( نحغاب Michpave Programاعرخذاو طشٌمح انؼُاصش انًحذدج انغٍش خطٍح )

انرشكم ٔالاجٓاد ٔالاَفؼال ٔفً َٓاٌح انرحهٍم ٌكٌٕ يٍ يخشجاخ انثشَايج لًٍح نًؼايم انًشجٕػٍح انًكافىء نكم طثمح يٍ 

طثماخ انشصف. ٔذى اعرخذاو انُرائج انًخشجح يٍ انثشَايج يغ يؼايلاخ اخشي كًذخلاخ نُٕيزجٍٍ يٍ ًَارج ذمٍٍى أداء 

رُثؤ تؼًش انشصف ٔ ػًك انرخذد. ٔلذ كاَد ْزِ انًُارج يمرصشج ػهً ثلاز طثماخ ًْ طثمح انخشعاَح انشصف نه

الأعاط ٔالأعاط انًغاػذ فٕق طثماخ ًْ انخشعاَح الأعفهرٍح ٔ 4الاعفهرٍح ٔالأعاط  ٔطثمح انرأعٍظ فرى ذحهٍهٓا تاعرخذاو 

عاط يغاػذ تغًك يؼمٕل ٌمهم يٍ ػًك انرخذد تًٍُا صٌادج طثمح انرأعٍظ. ٔذثٍٍ يٍ ذحهٍم انُرائج اٌ اعرخذاو طثمح ا

عًاكرٓا ٌغثة صٌادج فً انرخذد كًا ذثٍٍ أٌ اَخفاض صلاتح ذشتح انرأعٍظ ٌُرج ػُّ صٌادج لًٍح انؼًك انكهً نهرخذد ٔكزنك 

 نرأعٍظ.ػًك انرخذد انُاذج فً طثمح انشصف الاعفهرً فً حٍٍ أٌ لًٍح ػًش انشصف ذضٌذ يغ صٌادج صلاتح ذشتح ا
 

Abstract: 
Alexandria city lies at the north of Egypt on the Mediterranean Sea. The top layers of soil in Alexandria 

differs from bed rock (Borg El-Arab), sand (near the sea, north Abo-Qir street) to silt and clay (Elsyouf, 

Smouha, Khorshed, etc..). Thus, a great attention should be considered in the design of pavements on these 

dissimilar subgrades because the performance of a pavement depends on the quality of its subgrade and subbase 

layers.  

The non-linear finite element program MICHPAVE is used in this study to analyze the flexible pavement 

responses. Displacements, stresses and strains are computed only within the region modeled by finite elements. 

At the end of the analysis, MICHPAVE outputs an equivalent resilient modulus for each pavement layer. Results 

from the non-linear mechanistic analysis, together with other parameters, are used as input to two performance 

models, to predict the fatigue life and rut depth. These performance models are currently restricted to three-layer 

pavements with asphalt concrete (AC) surface, base and roadbed soil, and four-layer pavements with AC 

surface, base, subbase and roadbed soil. 

Analysis of research results has shown that using a reasonable subbase layer reduces the rut depth of 

pavement while the increase in subbase thickness causes increase in rutting. Total expected rut depth of 

pavement as well as expected rut depth in the asphalt course increase with the decrease of subgrade stiffness, 

while fatigue life of pavement increases with the increase of subgrade stiffness. 
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   Introduction and 

Background 

Subgrade is the foundation layer for 

supporting highways. Stiffness of this layer 

is a crucial parameter as it upholds the 

traffic loadings. Studies conducted on 

pavements structural design indicated that 

the input value of stiffness modulus has a 

great influence on the determined 

thickness for the subbase, base course, and 

asphalt layer. Numerous studies have 

indicated that many cases of fatigue or 

rutting failures refer to inadequate stiffness 

of soil subgrade layers [1,2,3,4,5,6]. 

 

     Subgrade Soils 

With varying traffic and 

environmental conditions in a pavement 

structure, the most significant influence on 

pavement design and thickness 

determination is often by subgrade soils. 

This influence is the most pronounced at 

low subgrade support values, i.e., for weal 

soils. Factors that have a significant effect 

on the soil behavior can be loading 

condition, stress state, soil type, 

compaction, and soil physical states. The 

most important stress factor for soils is the 

deviator stress. Although the resilient 

modulus typically increases with 

increasing confining stress, the deviator 

stress has the most significant effect on 

resilient modulus of fine-grained subgrade 

soils. Therefore, constitutive relationships 

are primarily established between the 

resilient behavior and the deviator stress. 

In addition, the physical state is mainly 

represented by moisture content and dry 

density for compaction characteristics, 

Liquid Limit (LL), Plastic Limit (PL), 

Plasticity Index (PI), and saturation levels. 

Soil suction is controlled by grain size 

distribution, internal soil structure, and the 

closeness of the ground water table and has 

a major influence on subgrade moisture 

content. 

 

     Importance of Stiffness 

Modulus of Subgrade: 
Determination of pavement layer 

thickness is governed by the stiffness of 

subgrade and granular layers, thus 

information on the stiffness modulus of 

subgrade and granular layers is required 

before pavement design. If the stiffness 

value of base, subbase and subgrade layers 

is high, it means that these layers have 

higher stress distribution ability and 

consequently, the required thickness of 

pavement can be reduced using the stiffer 

layers. 

Barksdale and Itani [1] indicated that 

uncrushed gravels have a lower stiffness 

modulus than crushed stones making them 

more susceptible to rutting. Zakaria and 

leest [2] reported that pavement strain is 

strongly dependent on aggregate type, 

fines content, moisture content, 

compaction and load applications. 

Giroud and Han [3] stated that, 

bearing capacity failure of the base course 

or subgrade after repeated loads is the 

main cause of surface rutting. Xu and 

Huang [4] concluded that most rutting is 

related to the weakness in the middle and 

lower layers. 

In terms of fatigue failure, Mulungye 

et al. [5] stated that even in weak subgrade, 

fatigue cracking occurred before rutting. 

Cardone et al.[6] concluded that the 

stiffness of the soil and granular layer must 

be sufficiently high to avoid fatigue 

cracking. 

 

     Effect of Axle loads and Tire 

pressure  
Trucks are a major consumer of the 

pavement structure because they apply the 

heavy loads to the road surface and 

consequently are considered one of the 

main inputs of pavement design procedure. 

One principle of pavement design specifies 

that different axle loads, tire pressures and 
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load configuration produce different 

stresses and strains in the various layers of 

a pavement structure [7]. 

One of the major trends, which 

assure saving in Vehicle Operating Cost is 

increasing truck-axle loads and truck-tire 

pressures [8]. So, over the past few years, 

many countries have increased the legal 

limits of truck-axle loads [9]. The legal 

truck-axle loads in Egypt were increased to 

13-ton (28-kip) and 20-ton (44-kip), for 

single axle dual wheel and dual tandem 

axle, respectively [10].  

 

   Finite Element Programs 

For Pavement Analysis 
Finite element models have been 

applied extensively to analysis of 

pavement structures. In this section, the 

development of several nonlinear solution 

techniques including finite element 

methods currently used in pavement 

analysis are reviewed. 

 

     Two-Dimensional or 

Axisymmetric Finite 

Element Analysis 
ILLI-PAVE is a commonly used 

finite element program developed at the 

University of Illinois [11] and the MICH-

PAVE program was developed at the 

Michigan State University [12] for the 

analysis of flexible pavements. Both 

programs modeled the pavement as an 

axisymmetric solid of revolution and used 

the following resilient response models, 

the K-θ model for granular materials, and 

the bilinear approximation for fine-grained 

subgrade soils. The principal stresses in the 

granular and subgrade layers did not 

exceed the strength of material as defined 

by the Mohr-Coulomb theory of failure. 

MICH-PAVE used a flexible boundary at a 

limited depth beneath the surface of the 

subgrade, instead of a rigid boundary 

placed deeper in the subgrade and then 

reduced run time and storage requirements. 

In addition, the analyses of MICH-PAVE 

yielded outcomes with a reduced run time 

and storage requirements compared to 

other programs. 

Brunton and De Almeida [13] 

developed a finite element program named 

FENLAP for structural analysis of 

pavements. The program incorporated 

various nonlinear stress-strain models, 

such as the Brown and Loach’s model for 

subgrades and the popular K-θ model for 

granular materials to simulate the resilient 

behavior. An incremental and iterative 

procedure very similar to the one used in 

SENOL program is employed for 

nonlinear analysis. Modulus values are 

obtained for the elastic stiffness which 

calculated the average resilient modulus in 

the linear elastic layers to be used with 

falling weight deflectometer back 

calculation procedures. Although the K-θ 

model was not appropriate for 

characterization of the granular layers, the 

model gave reasonable results in terms of 

vertical displacements of pavements. 

A nonlinear finite element program 

that combines the nonlinear stress-

dependent modulus for unbound granular 

base layer and Poisson’s ratio for all layers 

was developed 

By Park et al. [14]. The developed 

program was verified by comparing the 

results to those obtained from the BISAR 

program. They modeled the stress-

dependency for granular materials suitable 

for calculating a reduced horizontal tension 

in the bottom half of the unbound base 

layers. Unlike conventional methods for 

correcting horizontal tension, compressive 

stresses could be obtained only by the use 

of constitutive models. 

 

     Finite Element Program 

MICHPAVE 
MICHPAVE is a user-friendly, non-

linear finite element program for the 

analysis of flexible pavements. The 

program computes displacements, stresses 

and strains within the pavement due to a 

single circular wheel load. Useful design 

information such as fatigue life and rut 
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depth is also estimated through empirical 

equations. 

 

       Modeling of the Pavement 

Each layer in a pavement cross 

section is assumed to extend infinitely in 

the horizontal directions, and the last layer 

is assumed to be infinitely deep. All the 

pavement layers are assumed to be fully 

bonded so that no slip occurs due to 

applied load. Displacements, stresses and 

strains due to a single circular wheel load 

are computed. Due to the assumptions 

used, the problem is reduced to an 

axisymmetric one. 

 

       Granular and Cohesive Material 

Models 

The so-called K-Ө model is used to 

characterize the resilient moduli of 

granular (type 2) materials [15]. This 

model is of the form 
 

MR= K  Ө
K
  

 

In which Ө= σ  + σ   + σ   = bulk stress 

and MR= resilient modulus, and K  and K  

are material properties. The resilient 

modulus for cohesive soils is specified in 

terms of the deviator stress through the 

bilinear model: 
 

 
  {

     [   (     )]      (     )   

     [(     )   ]      (     )   

 

 

       Gravity and Lateral Stresses 

The MICHPAVE program includes 

the effect of gravity and lateral stresses 

arising from the weight of the materials. At 

any location within the pavements, the 

vertical gravity stress (σ g) is computed as 

the accumulation of the layer thicknesses 

multiplied by the appropriate unit weights. 

The lateral stress is taken as 
 

σ h= K  σ g 

 

Where: K = coefficient of earth 

pressure at rest. For granular soils K     ‒

sin ϕ and for cohesive soils K     ‒0.95 sin 

ϕ , where ϕ = angle of internal friction.  

To approximately account for 

“locked-in” stresses caused by compaction, 

the user can input a value for K higher than 

the coefficient of earth pressure at rest. 

 

   Finite Element Analysis 
      Investigated Finite Element 

Pavement Model 

Rectangular four - noded 

axisymmetric finite elements with linear 

interpolation functions are used in all 

upper layers and through the depth 

specified by the user for the last layer (the 

roadbed). 

A lateral boundary is placed at a 

radial distance of 10a from the center of 

the loaded area, where a = radius of the 

loaded area. A default mesh is initially 

generated, but this may be modified by the 

user. The default mesh has the following 

characteristics: 

In the radial direction, the total width 

of 10 radii is divided into four regions. 

Within any region, all elements have the 

same horizontal dimension. The first 

region, between 0 and 1 radius, is equally 

divided into four elements; the second 

region, between 1 radius and 3 radii, is 

equally divided into four elements; the 

third region, between 3 radii and 6 radii, is 

equally divided into three elements; and 

the fourth region, between 6 radii and 10 

radii, is equally divided into two elements. 

Within any layer, all elements have 

the same vertical dimension. The number 

of elements in each layer in the vertical 

direction is dependent on the layer 

thickness, but at least four elements are 

used in the top (AC) layer, and at least two 

elements are used in all other layers. A 

typical default finite element mesh is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Displacements, stresses and strains 

are computed only within the region 

modeled by finite elements. The non-linear 

analysis consists of several iterations. A 

linear analysis is performed in each 

iteration, after which the resilient modulus 

of each finite element is revised if 

necessary. 
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Figure 1: Typical Finite Element Mesh 
 

 

     Tested Sections in the Present 

Reseach 

The supposed road sections are 

constructed on different subbase 

thicknesses. Bituminous surface course 

consists of two layers, 2.0 inches wearing 

course and 2.0 inches binder course. Base 

course constructed from 12.0 

inchescompacted crushed dolomite. The 

thickness of sand subbase was variable and 

its height differs from 0.0 to 12.0 inches. 

Table 1 shows the thickness of different 

layers, resilient modules, angle of internal 

friction, cohesion and poison’s ratio. The 

cohesion (C) and angle of internal friction 

(φ) of different subgrade types is taken 

from field data (boring) in various sites in 

Alexandria. Axle load is constant equal 

9000 Ib, Tire pressure is taken as 100 psi , 

air voids of asphalt layer assumed 4.0 vol-

% and pavement temperature supposed as 

    
o
F.  

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Properties of pavement layers  
 

 Properties 

Layer 
Thickness 

(inch) 

Resilient 

Modulus, 

Mr (Psi) 

Angle of internal 

friction, (φ), degree 

Cohesion 

© 

Poisson`s 

Ratio, u 

Asphalt wearing 

course 

                  

Asphalt binder course                   

crushed dolomite base                     

Natural sand subbase     ,    ,  ,   , 

     

               

S
u

b
g

ra
d

e 

Clay infinite                   

Silt       

Sand         

Sand gravel       

Lime stone       

 

0.0” 

4.0” 

Infinite 

16.0” 
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   Results and Discussion 

The results show that with respect to 

the effect of subbase thickness on different 

outputs, it can be seen from table 2 that 

using a reasonable subbaselayer (6 inches) 

reduces the compressive strain in asphalt 

layer and on the top of subgrade. But 

increasing the depth of subbase layer 

increases that strain and consequently 

increasing Total expected rut depth of 

pavement. When looking at the maximum 

tensile strain, it can be seen that it 

increases with the increase of subbas 

thickness. This is compatible with previous 

studies [16, 17]. Gillespie et al stated that 

changes in the subbase thickness have 

modest effect on flexible pavement fatigue 

damage.  

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Effect of Subbase Thickness on Pavement responses 
 

Subbase Thickness H=0 H=6 in H=8 in. H=10 in. H=12 in. 

Max. Tensile Strain in 

Asphalt Layer  2.26E-   2.53E-   2.60E-   2.66E-   2.67E-   

Average Compressive Strain 

in asphalt layer 7.24E-   4.16E-   6.04E-   7.74E-   8.68E-   

Max comp. strain at top of 

subgrade 7.85E-   4.69E-  4.20E-   3.69E-   3.27E-   

Fatigue life of asphalt 

pavement (ESAL) 6.44E+05 3.77E+5 5.80E+05 7.84E+05 9.21E+05 

Total expected rut depth of 

pavement. (in) 4.82E-   4.59E-   4.76E-   4.90E-   4.97E-   

Expected rut depth in the 

asphalt course. (in) 5.16E-   4.47E-   4.95E-   5.30E-   5.48E-   

Expected rut depth in base 

and/or subbase. (in) 1.39E-   1.33E-   1.35E-   1.37E-   1.38E-   

Expected rut depth in the 

roadbed soil. (in) 
2.91E-   2.82E-   2.92E-   2.99E-   3.04E-   

 
 

 

Figure 2: The Effect of Subgrade type on Flexible Pavement Rutting Depth 
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Figure 3: Relationship Between Pavement Type and Fatigue Life of Pavement  

 
 

Another investigated parameter 

which influences pavement response is the 

subgrade type. As can be instantly seen 

from figures 2 and 3. The limestone 

subgrade which has the greatest modulus 

exhibited lower total expected rut depth of 

pavement and longer fatigue life of asphalt 

pavement (ESALs), while weak soils like 

silt, fat clay and lean clay exhibited higher 

total expected rut depth of pavement and 

shorter fatigue life of asphalt pavement 

(ESALs). And this is due to the decrease of 

compressive strain in the subgrade layer 

with increasing stiffness [18]. It can also 

be seen from figure 2, that for strong 

roadbed soil like lime stone, the total rut 

depth expected in pavement was mainly 

consisted of rut depth in asphalt course and 

base/ or subbase (red and green 

respectively), while rut depth in subgrade 

(purple) was the minor value of total rut 

depth (blue). For very weak soils like silt, 

fat clay and lean clay, rutting   mainly 

happened in subgrade while other layers 

rut depth was minor. 

 

   Conclusions 
From the last section, the following 

conclusions are derived: 

   Using a reasonable subbase layer 

reduces the rut depth of pavement 

while the increase in subbase 

thickness cause increase in rutting. 

The ideal value of subbase thickness 

is 6.0 in. according to the 

assumptions of this study.  

   Tensile strain in asphalt layer 

increases with the increase of 

subbbase thickness. 

   Total expected rut depth of pavement 

as well as expected rut depth in the 

asphalt course increase with the 

decrease of subgrade stiffness. 

   Fatigue life of pavement increases 

with the increase of subgrade 

stiffness. 
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